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Combined Value Chart v. Multiple DilabiJity Table 

The Combined Value Chart has been impos<:d on California workers u part of the SB899 
implementation of the AMA Guides for disability ratlni purposes. The following concepts were 
applied in formulating the Combined Value Chart(CVC): 

1) The AMA Guides rate ''impainncnf' (loss of the body to function), not "disability" 
(loss ofthe'ability to work). (Guides, p. 4-5) 

.. 

2) "Total" impainncnt is death. O.ne i$ 1 00% impaired w�n the body is dead. (Guides, 
p. 5) 

3) "Closely approachina death·�(� page 5 of the Ouidc:s) is a 95% impairment rating. 
(Guides, p. 5) 

4) When multiple "impairments" to different parts of the body arc combine<{>� .AMA. 
Guides has devised the eve to make sure no WPI rating exceeds 100%. (Gui�Ses> p. 9) 
Examples: 

A) 90% plus 90% equals 99% on the CVC. (90% is brain dead. Total paralysis is 
900A. Thus, someone who is brain dead 1m!l paralyzed is 990.4 .. impaired''. 

B) 50%+ 50%= 75% +50% • 88% +50%- 94% +50%= 97o/o +50% c 99% 

Thus, six 50% WBI ratings c 99% WBI on the CVC 

Actual example of six "impairments" combined o.n the CVC: 

1) Severe ll5thma= 50%. 

2) Complete bowel incontinence tate& 35%. 

3) Complete loss of urine control ra1es SOO/o. 

4) Uncontrolled epileptic seizures ::::: 45% . 

.5) Alzheimer's reqoiring complete dependence on others -50%. 

6) Amputated leg at hip� 40%. 

Thus, these six impairments when combined for one individual would NQI total 99% WPI on 
the eve . 
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Previously, under the "old" disability schedule, we had the "Multiple Disability Table,. (MD1). 
The MDT did in fact "compress" ratings, but was far more appropriate in describing disability (as 
contrasted to im�rment) for the following r�asons: 

1) The Multiple Disability Table (MDl) fonnu.la was based on old schedule "disability" 
ratings. Di&ability l"'&ings are tar more realistic in describing loss of working capacity 
than "impairment" ratings. 

2) The MDT also, as part of the formula, added back into the computation 10% of the 
smaller rati�. The eve does not do this. 

3) Under the old rating schedule MDT: 

a) 50% + 50% ,_ 800/o 
b) 50%+ 50%+ SO%""' 95% 
c) SO%+ 50%+ 50%+ 50%= 102.5% 

One can act,ually reach 100% total on the MDT far more realistically than on the eve� 
where six 50% ratings oome to 9�/u. 

4) The :MD'f also included paragraph 6 which states: 
l· 

"The result obtained by the (MDT) calculation is not necessarily to be adopted as 
tho final rating for the combined disabilities but should serve as a guide only. The 
final rating will be the result of consideration of the entire picture of disability and 
diminished ability to compete in an open labor market." 

Paragravh 6 thus allowed evidence of the actual combined disability. and if through 
voctJ.tional �vidence or thorough medical evidence of synergy, one coul� show actual 
disability greater than that measured by the MDT. one would receive a disability rating 
higher than��t computed under the MDT formula. The 'MDT was stated to be a "guide 
only''. (Note: There is no administrative or statutory reason why it should not be held that 
the combined value chart is not simply a "guide" and not thus an ineVitable mathematical 
computatio� that :must be followed in every case, when the actual facts as to work 
"disabilitY>,, are different than the facts as to the AMA measurement of1'impairment".) 

Comp$1riso:n of AMA Combined Value Chart with Old Schedule 

The old schedule rook into accoWlt that some di$t!.bilities have a "synergistic effect" when 
combined. For e:x:alnple, under the old schedule: 

1) Loss of one eye was 25%, loss of two eyes was l 00%. 
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2) Total1o&S of grip of major hand was 400/o. Total loss of grip of minor hand was 36%. 
Total loss c>fgrip of both hands was 85%. 

3) Immobility of one hip joint was 45%, both hip joints 100%. 

Note: Under the CYC, these rating values are not afven a synergistic effect, but rather are 
<�compressed" on the eve to far lower values. 

A. Rebuttal: 

ADalysb of Combined Value Chart Appll�atiun: 

The� case holds that the rating schedule is onJy "prima facie evidence" and can. be rebutted 
by appropriate presentation of rebuttal evidem:e. 

There is no reason why the entire rating schedule needs to be rebutted. 

One could choose, ·for example, to �ept the AMA ratings for a final orthopedic disability 
oombined with a psychiatric GAF, and rebut the application only of the Combined Value Chart 
as to that combination. Thus, a 30% orthopedic spine rating plus a 30% psych rating on 'the 
Combined Value Chart would be 51%. If one could prove by vocational evidence that there was 

not a compressive effect to these two disabilities, but rather an additive or a synergi�;tic effect1 
adding tlw two together would produce 60%. If by synergy, one could show that the: perwn was 

totally disabled because one could not do physical work and one could also not do mental work, 
then the rating showd be 100%. (See L.C. 4662,last sentence.) 

B. New ratia� sehedule "disconnect" aualysis: 

The AMA Guides provides the Combined Value Chart as an appendix to the AMA Ouides and 
requires that multiple "impairment" ratings, whole person impairments, be combined on the 
Combined Value Chart. However, the 2005 permanent disability rating schedule dcx.s not do 
that. On page 1-lli of the new rating schedule it states: 

"All impairments are converted to the whoJe person scale, adjusted, and then combined to 
determine li final overall disability rating." 

There is a subtle shift of inte1lectual honesty going on here. When ratings are converted per the 
rating schedule by adjustment for age, occupation, and loss ofDFEC, the "impairments" become 
"disability'' r4tings� The Combined Value Chart provides that "impairments" are to be contbi1led 
on the eve. The tating schedule, instead of combining "impairments", combines "disabilities" 
on a chart that is suppOsed to combine impairments. The rating �chedulc uses the Combined 
Value Chart to combine multiple disabilities after adjustment. The Combined Value Chart was 
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d�sigucd to combi� impairments, before any rnodificatioos occurred through any particular 
rating system. 

If the California mpng l)ys'km. does not use� Cotnbined Value Chart as the Guides intended, 
but ins1ead comp�s�s "disabilitie�'·, rather than "impairments", there is no reason why wo as 

attorn�ys ciUlllot t1SC: a difTer�nt m�thoclology than that described in the Guides, since the rating 
schedule d�viscd by th� A.D. does not follow the Guides methodology in utilizing the CVC. 

C. Note also �ge 10 of the AMA Oui®s which states: 

,..A scientifip formula has not been established to indicate the best way to combine 
multiple impairm.ents. Given the diversity of impairments and great variability inhetent 
in combiniJig multiple impairments, it is difficQlt to establish a formula that accounts for 
all situations. The combination of some impainnents could decrease overall functioning 
more than §.uggcsted by just addini the impairment ratings for the separate impairments 
(e.g. blindness and inability to use both ham�s). When other multiple impairments are 
combined. a less than additive approach may be more appropriate. States also usc 
different tcQhniques when combining impairments. Many Workers• Compensation 
statues contain provisions that combine impairments to produce a summary rating that is 
more than ¥ditive. Other options arc to combine (add, subtract, or multiply) multiple 
impairm.eirt� based upon the extent to which they affect an individual's ability to perform 
activities of dally living. The current addition has retained the same Com billed Values 

I 
Chart, since it has become the standard of practice in many jurisdictioJls. Other 
approaches-� when published in scientific peer-reviewed literature, will be evaluated for 
future additions." 

Thus. the AMA Ow des itself indicates there are multiple approaches that can be used, and the 
Guides itself on page 10 suggests that there may be an additive or synergistic effect to some 
combined multiple',impairments, rather than a compressive effect. Evidence will be needed to 
establish that the c�mbined impainnents have a synergistic effect as to disability, rather than a 
compressive effectJ · 

Note that the Guid'-s itself suggests that there are "other options'' to combine disabilities, and 
these options incl� addition, subtraction. and multiplication. Under the Combined Value 
Chart, two plus twQ equals three. The Guides itself suggests that two plus two may really be 
fow, or two plus tWo could be five, if there is a synergistic effect. 

D. Methodol�ieg for rebuttill2 the combined value chart: 

1) Medical evidence: Utilize the physician to provide medical evidence that there is not a 

"cotnpressi:Ye effect'' when multiple disabilities are combined. Rather, there is at least an 
41additive", �d probably a "synergistic" effect. In appropriate cases, where that is the 
actual fact;�e physician should not hesitate to so state:. (For example. under th� AMA, 
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legal blin�ess in one eye is 10% to 29%. Both eyes is 50% to 61%. Under the old 
schedule, it would be 100%. A physician may find a synergistic effect to both eyes being 
blind.) 

2) Vocatiorial evidence: Use vocational evidence to provo what we used to prove under 
paragraph � of the MDT, that the complete picture of combined multiple disabilities and 
the complete picture ofloss of earning capacity, produces a rating that is greater than 
produced br the Combined Value Chart. Have the vocational expert testify that he is not 
rebutting tb� AMA Guides impairment fonnulation, by only the compressive effect of the 
combined v�ue chart and that in actual fact there is no compressive effect to the 
combined '1mpairments" when they are translated into combined �'disabiJity''. 

3) Empirical studi.Ys: The latest evidence from the administrative director is that the 
disabilities :with 1hc lowest retum to work rates are those where there are multiple 
disabilities :involved, two or more body parts. Since the new rating schedule is 
fundament�ly based now on the standard of"diminished future earning capaci1y•', if the 
�empirical studies by the administrative ditectot actually show that combined disabilities 
have a synergistic cffi:ct on a �son•s loss of ability to work and cause a greater 
diminished..futurc earning capacity than simply adding the disabilities, then it would 
behoove u�to use the administrative director's own studies to show that combined ratings 
should not pe compressed ·under the eve, but they should be added, or they 5hould be 
combined ih a synergistic effect. 

Analysis 
1) Practical synergistic examples: 

There arc many cx�ples of impainnents that have a synergistic effect. The most common of 
those that are foun� in the "old)' prc-AMA ratini �chedule; 

a) Loss of �ight in one eye is handicappini. Loss of sight in both eyes is totally disabling 
for any activity involving sight. 

b) Loss of qne hand is severely handicapping. Loss of both hands is totally handicapping 
for any hau'd usage activity. 

c) Loss of one leg is disabling. Loss of both legs or confinement to a wheelchllir is totally 
disabling fdr any work activity involving ambulation. 

d) The Oui�s on page 1 0 aiain suggest that some impairments. e.g. blindness and 
inability to }usc both hands, may have more than an additive effect on tJw ilm<;tionality of 
the clahnarit. llowever. under the Combined Value Chart. total blindness is 75% to 85% 
whole person ilnpainnent. Amputation of both arms is a 75% impairment. 75% plus 
80% is 95% Combined Value Chart disability. Probably not entirely realistic for 
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someone who has no anns and is total blind (might be hard to use a cane). 
2) Most of us have·. considered DFEC analysis from a vocational expert as being utilizing to rebut 
the pennanent disability percentage derived from the AMA Guides calculations. I would suggest 
that an additive or Synergistic analysis may be just as accurate. For those people who do return to 
work> but who have far greater combined effect on their functionality than expressed in the 
eve, when there Are multiple disabilities. having a vocational expert produce evidence to rebut 
the Combined Val� Chart would show the actual combined disability. The vocational expert 
can show the effect of the combined disabilities on OFEC, being a synergistic effect rather than a 

compressive etfect� Particularly when the methodology used by the administrative director in 
fonnulating COlllbihed disabilities is not the methodology of tho AMA Guides, and thus has no 
statutory authority whatsoever under L. C. 4660, it should be appropriate for us to use a more 

factually realistic dicthodology. If the true effect of the combined disabilities is that there is a 
synergistic or additive effect, then showing this on a ca�e by case analysis should be "substantial 
evidence" to rebut lhe use of the eve in producing the final rating. 

3) Finally, when yQu have a case where the person is not able tC> work at all, and you are looking 
at total disability, when a 75% impainnent plus a 75% impairment, when placed on the 
Combined Value Chart computes to 94% WPI, but that when looked at realistically combined 
disflhility js total, that "impairment., rating makes no sense from a real world standpoint. It may 
then be v� important to show the Court that L.C. 4662 provides that "in all cases" (other than 
those conclusively total disabilities presumed under sections (a) through (d) of 4662), tha.t total 
disability shall be proven ''according to the fact". L.C. 4662 does not involve consideration of 
''hnpa.innent'', but �ther of ''total disability". If there are multiple impainnents, the Judge is the 
person who makes;the final calculation as to how th.ose multiple impairments combine to 
translate into actual worlc disability. It is up to you to produce the rebuttal evidence for the Judge 
to utilize in that cdnputation. If your client is really totally disabled, notwithstanding the 
Combined Value Chart calculation, get the evidence together to rebut the CVC and prove the 
totality ofthe disability to the Judge. The Judges really do not want to give a blind man with no 

anns95%. 
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